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Along with the computer and network rapid development and increasingly perfect,
people’s requirement for network application is also in constant expanding. The
model of Video by One-sided Communication is changing. Therefore, the new
model that user desires to select active and according to their needs is
introduced. It is this demand that puts the video on demand (VOD) system onto
the network service stage. The VOD can support users to real-time access a
large number of video programs. For example, film, TV, the game video,
entertainment video and other information service. This kind of new media mode
enter into the market quickly due to its better selectivity and better initiative which
will become the future development trend. Due to the highly free interactivity of
the VOD system, a large number of companies, government, schools, hotels and
the high-grade intelligent residential area adopt the VOD system succession.
Based on the background analysis, in this dissertation, we analysis, design and
implement a web-based video on demand system with the software engineering
theory, techniques and tools according to the characteristics and business of
video on demand. The B/S architecture structure was discussed and SQL Server
2008 was used for the backed database server in this dissertation. Then the
business process and functional requirements of the video on demand are
detailed and thorough explanation. After that, is describes the main function
design and implement of the system. The system is composed of many modules,
such as member registration, video upload, video information editor, reviews
management, integration management, etc. System can make the user more
convenient and fast appreciate video, make the manager more effective for video
management.
The web-based video on demand system through the Internet can provide













requirement of resource sharing, but also provide services and reduce production
cost for enterprise or organization effective use the related information.
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